Research in older adult health: investments in the last ten years

Over the last ten years Brazil has maintained its level of investment in research and development (R&D) at approximately 1% of its gross domestic product (GDP). With the 2016-2022 Action Plan for Science, Technology and Innovation (or Pacti), total investment increased to 1.23% of GDP, an increase which is still far from the average percentage (2.3%) invested by Organization for Cooperation and Economic Development (OECD) countries. In order to achieve this target, increased investments will be required in the coming years, so that the expenditure on R&D, as well as on the human resources involved, remains relevant.

In Brazil, historically, the most significant funding source for R&D has been the government. The Ministry of Health (MH) became an important financial backer, inducer and user of health research when it assumed the responsibility of leading the management of science, technology and innovation in health – a role delegated to the National Health System (or SUS) in article 200, item V, of the Federal Constitution of 1988 (CF/88).

In this context, in 2004, two important institutional frameworks for scientific and technological development in health in Brazil were launched - the National Policy on Science, Technology and Innovation in Health (or PNCTIS) and the National Agenda for Health Research Priorities (or ANPPS), considered to be guiding tools for the fostering of actions promoted by the MH.

Resources for funding most health research come from the bilateral cooperation fund of the Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation (MSTI) and the MH. National research is financed with technical and administrative support from the National Council for Scientific and Technological Development (or CNPq), the Funding of Studies and Projects body (or Finep) or the SUS Shared Health Management Research Program (or PPSUS).

When analyzing the sub-agenda for the health of older adults, in the period from 2010 to 2019, investment was approximately R$100 million, which supported 6,822 scientific, technological and innovation research projects in the area of older adult health. Of these, 6,760 projects were contracted via CNPq Public Notices and Calls, allocating a total of R$79.8 million, while in the MH the investment was R$19.6 million distributed in the following modalities: a) National Fostering, with the amount of R$0.78 million allocated for four research projects; b) PPSUS, which allocated R$4.8 million among 55 surveys, and c) direct contracting, with a total of R$14.1 million for the contracting of three surveys.

The distribution of research by period revealed that while productivity increased over the entire period, in 2017, there was a significant contribution of resources for research, around R$20.2 million.
Two regions exhibited the greatest productivity: the southeast with 3,673 studies and an investment of R$52 million and the south with 1,537 studies and an investment of R$14.2 million, with emphasis on São Paulo and Rio Grande do Sul, the states with the greater number of research groups in the area of aging.

The major areas of knowledge with the greatest concentration of resources and research were the biological sciences (R$53 million and 3,013 studies) and health sciences (R$26.9 million and 3,681 studies). This may be the result of the predominance of research focusing on the aging process of the Brazilian population carried out in the area of health sciences, with the significant participation of biological sciences.

Currently, several initiatives in favor of healthy, active aging with a good quality of life are being prioritized through the implementation of public policies in line with Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), associated with the financing of scientific and technological research.

While advances have been observed through the results of studies and research, there are still gaps that require new scientific, technological and innovation knowledge, that will provide further scientific evidence and contribute to the improvement of public policies, programs, services and technologies focused on the health of older adults in Brazil.

Brazil possesses a significant critical mass and capacity of expertise in the area of research in older adult health. However, greater investment in this area is required, generating knowledge that brings answers and solutions to the priority health problems of the older population.
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